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“And how can they preach unless they are sent? 
As it is written ‘How beautiful are the feet of 
those who bring good news!’” Rom. 10:15
Top left: Just before everything changed we had 
a precious couple come serve IMM in PRACTI-
CAL ways:An update to the archives. Our Span-
ish church has met on Zoom since March 15. 
Maybe we can meet again in July in person. We 
have not been quiet during quarantine, one team 
member is developing a new HopeBox Mini. Put 
this in your pocket and people can download 
videos and Bible everywhere you go! 
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• How are our feet?

http://godwinsinmedia.com


Kerry & Denise Godwin Missionaries at IMM
 What is important to you? We’ve seen 
in these months of quarantine, lockdown, 
state of alarm that people have had to ex-
amine themselves and their hearts afresh 
or maybe even for the first time. When the 
hubub of life quiets and our soul ceases 
striving, what do we discover about who 
we are? It is fascinating that the entire 
world is living this out together in 2020.
 
 Did you see the joke about what are you 
doing for quarantine? Working! That was us 
at International Media Ministries. We had 
already scheduled to do post-production 
on The Heritage Project stories this spring. 
We have been able to work every single 
day and move the stories forward. We took 
a couple days out of the schedule to pull an 
excerpt from the Cyprian story about how 
he led the church during the plague in the 
3rd Century in what is modern day Tuni-
sia. This excerpt has been translated - yes 
during lockdown - to Hindi, Arabic, Dutch, 
Spanish and English. It has gone onto more 
than 30 organizations and media platforms 
to challenge people to think about who 

they are and what God means to them in a 
crisis. What a privlege to tell this powerful 
story. We are in the exciting stages of final-
izing the four entire docudrama stories this 
summer. Pray for the equipment to keep up 
with us, for everyone’s health to stay well. 
While it may not be exciting to watch us at 
our computers, it is an intense time. Pray 
for each person who sees the stories to be 
touched by God and his hope. 

 We’ve been blessed by a distributor who 
wanted to put the English version of the 
stories into North American markets. You 
can find Lost Legacy Reclaimed, The Heri-
tage Project, Season 1 on RedeemTV.com 
online as well as for now Amazon Prime. 
They are removing some of our distribu-
tors pieces so we don’t know how long it 
will be there. Every penny goes back into 
putting Jesus on Every Screen possible so 
more people can know they are important 
to God.
 Thank you for standing with us even 
during a pandemic to tell of God’s hope. 
Our work together is not in vain.
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